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ÈhKshg iqÿiq iylrejl= fidhhs' ÿrl;k 03
9380 5522'
NSMP 260
Sinhala B/G elder Sister lives in Australia
seeks a suitable partner for younger sister
studied and currently working in Melbourne.
She is 31 years old, 5.”1 Please reply with
horoscope. Yelaga123@yahoo.com.au
NSMP 259
Sri Lankan Parents looking for a matching
boy for their 27 year old UK educated (kumbha lagna) daughter. Successfully completed
an Aerospace Engineering Degree and a
MASTERS in Engineering Management at
United Kingdom. Sinhala Buddhist, fair colored and the eldest in the family. She has a
younger brother and a sister. Currently she is
working as a Production Engineer at a reputed Company in Sri Lanka. Father - employed
as Manager at an overseas company for the
past 32 years. She inherits with an attractive
dowry and further details can be provided on
request. Interested parties Please contact by
e mail kalwis1@gmail.com.
NSMP 257

Sinhala GB parents seek bride for eldest son,
born 1984, 5’ 9” tall, fair, handsom, non-smoker and drinker, navigation 2nd officer, lives in
Sri Lanka. Please reply with horoscope, photo
and family details. Email
habc.987@gmail.com
NSMP 258

fndÿ f.dú wjqreÿ 30 ;ekam;a .;s we;s
fu,ankays ld¾ñl wxYfha kshq;= ;u tlu fidhqrdg iyldßhla ´iafÜ%,shdfõ mÈxÑ fidhqßh
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úuikak' yasho928@gmail.com / 03 9689
8074 / 0430 129 769
NSMP 256
Sinhala G/B patents seek kind hearted
pleasant partner for their 29 year old son who
is currently lives and work in Sri Lanka. 5.9"
Tall
Please reply with a photo and family details.
e-mail: kalwis@yahoo.com
NSMP 255

ikaki iqn irK oekaùï
m%;sM,odhlhs

Sinhala Buddhist parents looking for a kind
hearted, educated daughter for their 29 years
old son qualified IT software engineer, working
as an IT consultant in a reputed company in
Melbourne for past six years, dual citizenship
holder. Please reply with horoscope
E mail rpu.proposals@gmail.com
NSMP 254

Sihalese Roman catholic,sister lives in
Melobourne seeks a partner for 36year old
brother in SriLanka He is a businesmen .3-4
years gap and divoice also may appley.
Please repley to ireshl@yahoo.com
NSMP 252
Sinhala G/B parents seek a kind hearted
pleasant partner for their eldest Son, who is
born in 1984, 5'9" tall fair handsome, non
smoker & drinker, qualified as a navigation
officer / 2nd officer and currently living in
Srilanka.
Please reply with horoscope, photo and family
details. e mail habc.987@gemail.com.
NSMP 251
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